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The devious diesels of Sodor are up to no good, and Thomas must set things right! The successful

Thomas & Friends movie Day of the Diesels is retold in the classic Little Golden Book format that

young boys ages 2-5 will love.
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My 3 year old loves this book despite not knowing how to read yet. Its hard to find the "Diesel 10"

character in Thomas books. Even thought Diesel 10 is a "Bad guy", my son likes him so I thought

this book would be perfect.

This is my kids' FAVORITE Golden Book. We read it several times a week. It's a longer one- don't

buy this book expecting a short Thomas book like "Blue Train, Green Train" or "A Crack In The

Track"- but has a solid plot and a typical Thomas moral. For kids who are looking for stories

featuring Belle, Flynn and Diesel 10, look no farther.

Thomas and the fire engines are goody-goodies. Percy is a naÃƒÂ¯ve fool. Diesel 10 is a menacing

jerk. Nothing in life (except chewing gum and ramen noodles) is cheaper than a Little Golden Book.

What do you have to lose? My kid loves this crap.



purchased as a gift for my two year old grandson. He has really enjoyed the book. His mom said

she had to read it to him three times in a row. It has beautiful pictures and a cute story. Diesel 10 is

his favorite engine right now so it was great to find a book with him in it.

we love thomas the train in our home and this book was written based on one of our fav features

thomas has. my son loves reading this book with his imagination or having it read to him he is three

and this was a great buy to add to his loved book collection.

This book is so jumbled and the story has no flow.It is really sexist. The girl train that saves the day

says she isn't a hero and that they should all meet the real hero a fire engine (that didn't even do

anything to put out the fire!). We are getting rid of this book but don't even want to donate it because

of how horrible the values are!

This was a birthday gift for our 4 year old grandson who absolutely loves "Thomas the Train!" He

loved the book and seemed happy to have another to add to his collection!

I always love the little golden book series because they're more comprehensive and tells a full

storyLove this one like the others!
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